New Arrivals December 2020
1

Robbins and
Cotran
Pathologic Basis
of Disease

Editor: Vinay Kumar, Abul K. Abbas, Jon C. Aster

CMNHS

Description: Dependable, current, and complete,
Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 9th
Edition is the perennially best-selling text that you'll
use long after your medical student days are behind
you. A world-class author team headed by Drs. Vinay
Kumar, Abul Abbas, and Jon Aster, delivers the latest,
most essential pathology knowledge in a readable,
interesting manner, ensuring optimal understanding of
the latest basic science and clinical content. Highquality photographs and full-color illustrations highlight
new information in molecular biology, disease
classification
Location- Pasifika [21 copies]

2

Principles and
Practice of
Surgery

OPAC Link: Click Here
Editor: O. James Garden, Rowan W. Parks

CMNHS

Description: A three-section textbook of surgical
principles and regional clinical surgery. The textbook
presents a comprehensive account of international
surgical practice, taking into account variations in the
disease patterns and management approaches
throughout the world. Superbly presented with line
drawings, high quality radiographic images and colour
photographs. A new chapter on evidence-based
practice and professional development. The text gives
a global emphasis on epidemiological and cultural
issues such as problems associated with directed
transfusion of blood products from first degree
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relatives, the issues of informed consent and patient
autonomy
Location- Pasifika [20 copies]

3

Journey of
Reasons

OPAC Link: Click Here
Author: Bhagwanji Kantilal Bhindi

CBHTS

Description: Journey of reasons is a reflective of the
teacher, mentor, spiritual leader, administrator
creative artist and friend that Bhagwangi is. This book
travels between that which embraces the lofty ideals
of a good life- almost at ease with the metaphysical,
the ethical and spiritual to the more grounded and
practical ideas of a practitioner. This book has
something of a gem for all of us.
Location- Nasinu [1 copy]

4

Business
Statistics
Abridged:
Australia New
Zealand

OPAC Link: Click Here
Authors: Dr Gerald Keller, Saroja Selvanathan,
Eliyathamby A Selvanathan

CBHTS

Edition: 7th
Description: It teaches skills that you can use
throughout your career. The book shows you how to
analyze data effectively by focusing on the
relationship between the kind of problem you face, the
type of data involved and the appropriate statistical
technique for solving the problem. Business Statistics
Abridged emphasizes applications over theory. It
illustrates how vital statistical methods and tools are
for today's managers and analysts, and how to apply
them to business problems using real-world data.
Location- Labasa [1 copy]
OPAC Link: Click Here
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